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Introduction

Nothing is more American than reforming education through reports
prepared by blue-ribbon committees. From the Committee of Ten in
the late nineteenth century down to the blizzard of reports initiated
in 1983 by A Nation a: Risk, we have seen panels of experts_atterupt-
ing to identify the ills of elementary and secondary schools and to
propose "needed" changes. Historically these proposed chak;es usually
have focused on the school curriculum, but in recent years attention
also has been directed to merit pay and teacher evaluation, the aca-
demic quality of those who enter teaching, the working conditions
of teachers, and other issues related to teachers and the profession
of teaching.

Once teachers became the object of national reports, it was inevitable
that teacher education would come under the scrutiny of the reformers.
Those teacher education reports are now out, including such efforts
as the National Commission for Excellence in Teacher Education's
A Call for Chanse in Teacher Education, the Southern Regional Edu;
cation Board's Improving Teacher Education: An Agendafor Higher
Education and the Schools, and the California Commission on the
Teaching Profession's Who Will Teach Our Children? There also have
beer. numerous reports commissioned by governors and state depart-
ments of education.



Those committees that have proposed reforms in teacher educa-
tion want the reader to accept their proposWs and to work to put
these proposals into practice. The committee's role is to propose; the
reader's role is to accept and to implement. But problems arise. Not
all of the teacher education reform reports contain the smile recom-
mendations. Moreover, some of the recommendations are in conflict
with one another. Even if these recommendations were not in con-
flict, there still is the problem that more recommendations are made
than can possibly be implemented. Thus, decisions must be made about
which recommendations are most important and ought to be given
priority. Further, recommendations are made that often go beyond
the power and authority of those involved in teacher preparation to
implement. Because of differing and often conflicting reform
proposals, large in number and wide-ranging in scope, the reader must
sort through these recommendations and determine whichones merit
support.

A major purpose of this fastback is to provide the reader with a
framework for analyzing and evaluating the soundness of teacher edu-
cation reform proposals. This framework will take the form of key
questions with which the thoughtful consumer can address the vari-
ous proposals in the reports. These questions cover five areas: 1) prob-
lem definition, 2) solutions proposal, 3) rationale for the problem
definition and proposed solutions, 4) feasibility of solutions; and
5) underlying assumptions. The specific questions are discussed in
the next section, along with a rationale for why each of these ques-
tions is an important part of a framework for analyzing teacher edu-
cation reform reports.

I shall apply this framework to the three reports currently receiv-
ing the most attention: 1VCATE RedeSigh; the Holmes Group report;
Tomorrow's Teachers; and the Carnegie Task Force on Teaching as
a Profession report, A hration Prepared: Teachers for the 21st Cen-
tury. I shall summarize the essential elements of each of these re-
form reports and then assess each report using the key questions from
the framework. By using the key questions in the framework and ap-
plying them to each of the three reports, the reader can check the
author's analysis and conclusionS.



A second major purpose of this fastback is to show how the analytic
framework, as applied to three of the most widely discussed reform
reports, can be used to assess the recommendations contain6d in any
teacher education reform report. By using these three reports as
models, it should make it easier for the reader to see how to use the
framework in analyzing other teacher education reform reports. In
the end I place as much or more emphasis on the ability to ask good
questions about the various reports as I do on the specific recommen-
dations contained in any of the reform reports.

Even though there have been a number of reports proposing re-
forms in teacher education over the years; the professional teacher
preparation curriculum has remained essentially the same for more
than 50 years. Foundations courses in educational psychology and
the history and philosophy of education are followed by so-called
methods courses, which in turn are followed by practice teaching;
Keeping in mind the long-term stability of the structure and content
of the professional curriculum; I think that we ought not become overly
concerned about the current reports unless there are compelling
reasons to suggest that their proposals are extremely important; In
the past; reports have come and gone; to little lasting effect. We must
therefore have a framework of analytical questions with which to
separate banal recommendations from significant ones. It is to this
framework of questions that I now turn.



A Framework for Assessing Reforms
in Teacher Education

The framework I propose has five major questions, each of which
focuses on some aspect of the way the problem is defined and the
way solutions to that problem are proposed and explicated:.

1. Problem definition: What are viewed as the central problems with
the current approach to teacher education?

2. Solutions proposed; What solutions are proposed to overcome
the identified problems?

3. Rationale for problem definition and proposed solutions. Is there
reasoned argument to defend why the problem is defined the way it
is? Is there reasoned argument to explain why the proposed solutions
are an appropriate and prudent response to the identified problems?

4. Feasibility of solutions: Is it possible for the proposed solutions
to be implemented? Is there a series of steps or a plan outlined by
which we can move from the current teacher education program to
the proposed new program?

5. Assumptions. What; if any; assumptions are made by thepropo-
nents of a particular reform proposal? These assumptions may apply
to either the problem definition or the proposed solutions, or they
may underly the entire teacher education reform proposal.

In the remainder of this section I shall discuss the meaning of each
of the key questions and give examples; when appropriate, to clarify
the significance of the five key questions.



To ask what are the central problems with the current approach to
teacher education is to raise the question of what issues a particular re-
form proposal is addressing. Often these problems are explicitly identi-
fied, but sometimes such problems can be inferred only by examining
proposed solutions. For example, when the Holmes Group proposes
that elementary teachers should have more in-depth study of subjects
commonly taught in the elementary school curriculum, then the prob-
lem being addresged is the alleged lack of subject-matter knowledge of
the typical elementary teacher. In this case, the link between a root
problem and its solution is so clear that the problem being addressed
is self-evident. But in other cases the link between a proposed solu-
tion and a root problem is not so obvious. For instance, the Carnegie
'Pask Force proposal that a National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards be created is a solution that might be linkal to several differ-
ing ways of identifying a problem (for example, the need to standardize
what it means to be a teacher, the need to use outcome measures to
define good teaching; and so forth). Thus; the reader must sometimes
press to be sure that the central pmblems are explicitly identified before
moving to the second question of identifying solutions.

What solutions are proposed to overcome the identified problems?
Generally this question is the easiest of the five to answer; as most
reform reports are organized around an agenda of answers; NCATE
Redesign; for instance; proposes five groups of standards that are to
be used for judging the quality of teacher education programs; the
Holmes Group report endorses five major goals; Usually all the reader
has to do to identify the solutions is to analyze carefully the structure
of the report;

The third question; about whether there is reasoned argument to
support the way the problem is defined and the specific solution or
solutions proposed; is more difficult The first two questions concen-
trate on being clear about the nature of the problem and of the pro-
posed solutions; the third question looks at how good a case is made
both for the particular way the problem is defined and for the solu-
tions proposed;

There is no ready formula for deciding what constitutes a reasoned
argument; In the case of problem definition, a reform report ought



to offer, at the least, some evidence that the problem is a real one.
In the earlier example concerning the subject-matter knowledge of
elementary teachers, it should be reasonable to expect the Holmes
report to provide data on the alleged lack of knowledge of the typical
elementary teacher. These data might be in the form of comparative
test scores, surveys of typical content courses taken by elementary
teachers-in-training, or some other form of relevant evidence. But
in addition to data-based evidence, we also should expect a reasoned
case for why the identified problem is an important one. Why, for
example, is it important for elementary teachers to know more sub-
ject matter than they currently do. Presumably, more subject-matter
knowledge makes the teacher better prepared to understand and teach
this content to youngsters. Is this claim explained and defended?

When we evaluate reasoned arguments for proposed solutions, we
should look for evidence not only that the solution can be expected
to address the problem topic but also that the solution is logically re-
lated to the identified problem. For example, one of the Holmes
proposals is that teacher preparation be lengthened to include a fifth
or even a sixth year of preparation on the rationale that such extend-
ed preparation would ethance the status of the teaching profession
and ultimately attract more talented people into teaching. Is there a
logical connection between graduate-level teacher education and en-
hanced status for teaching? Further, is there any evidence that ex-
tended teacher preparation would attract more talented people into
teaching? Both of these issues are speculative, but assessing them is
critical when deciding whether the Holmes solution of extending
teacher preparation is a wise one.

Asking whether a solution is feasible is to question how practical
a solution is and whether there are clearly defmed steps for implement-
ing the solution. This fourth question focusing on feasibility is often
asked too soon, before the nature of problems and solutions is clari-
fied or bifore the rationale for a particular solution is examined. The
feasibility of almost any nujor reform in teacher education can be
challenged, for no other reason than that major reforms are difficult
to achieve. Thus I believe that it is wise to suspend questions of feasi-
bility until problems and solutions have been thoroughly evaluated.
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But let us not prematurely reject reforms just because they are hard
to accomplish.

The fifth, and last, question entails what assumptions are made by
the proponents cf a particular reform. These assumptions frequently
are ditcuSsed only briefly. Moreover, they sometimes are simply taken
for granted, for example, the assumption that prospective elemen-
* y teachers need more subject-matter knowledge in orcl,tr to be more

xluctive purveyors of this knowledge. In reality there is little re-
search evidence to suggest that added study of a subject on the part
of elementary teachers leads to more learning on the part of students,
unless this study by teachers occurs in upper-division courses. Whether
assumptions appear to be obvious or whether they involve fundamental
blind spots, they merit close examination to see how accurate they are.

In the next three sections, I shall discuss three major teacher edu-
cation reform_propoSals, keeping m nund the framework of five ques-
tions. Space does not allow applying all five questions to each of the
three propoSals. Irittead, I shall highlight the questions that often do
not receive much attention, partictilarly those dealing with problem
definition and examination of assumptions.

The pattern I shall generally follow with each reform proposal is
to summarize how the problem is defined, outline the major proposed
solutions, offer some critical comment on the logical relationship of
solutions to problems, and evaluate several assumptions that seem
to underlie each reform report. I shall not cover the intricacies of prob-
lem definition or the feasibility of solutions proposed, although the
reader is invited to do these kinds of analysis and evaluation.

1 3



The Holmes Group Report

L1983 the deans of schools or colleges of education from 17
research-oriented universities began meeting with the rather modest
goal of trying to find ways to improve teacher education in their own
universities. With some limited external funding, this group was able
to get together periodically over a three-year period to discuss what
was wrong with teacher education in their institutions and how it might
be improved. The number of deans participating in these discussions
grew gradually from 17 to 23, and by the spring of 1985 numbered
39. The size of the group was not the only change that occurred over
the three-year period: Private foundations' interest in the group's ef-
fort increased; some deans who were left out attacked the Holmes
Group as being elitist; and a subset of the 39 deans formed an Execu-
tive Bbard, the group that eventually approved the final report; Tamar-
roes Teachers. But the most fundamental change during the three
years involved the purpose of the group.

In an early funding proposal, the Holmes deans said their focus
was on identifying and remedying "self-acknowledged problems." This
proposal readily admitted that a major barrier to improving their own
pragrams was "an apparent disdain for, or at least disinterest in;
Wacher education on the part of the leading research universities in
the United States." However, by the spring of 1986, when the final
rvort was issued, the mission of the Holmes Group had become the

I, 14
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rethinking and reform of teacher education in aP higher education
institutions. Indeed, the proposed reform extended beyond teacher
education to include the teaching profession ity31f. The ffolmes Group,
according to the report's preface, "wishes to see nothing less than the
transformation of teaching from an occupation into a genuine
profession."

In its pursuit of the twin purposes of reforming teacher education
and the teaching profession, the Holmes Group report focuses on five
major goalS:

1. To make the education of teachers intellectually sound.
2. To recognize differences in knowledge, skill, and commitment

among teachers.
3. To create relevant and defensible standards of entry to the teach-

ing profession.
4. To cormect schools of education with elementary and second-

ary schools in their communities.
5. To make schools better places for practicing teachers to work

and learn.

As I discuss each of these five goals, I will highlight the key recorn-
mendations relevant to each goal and comment on how well these key
recommendations (solutions) respond to the problems identified in
the Holmes Group report.

Goal One

To make the education of teachers more intellectually sound calls
for four distinct kinds of knowledge: liberal education, the subject
matter of the teaching field, the literature of education, and reflec-
tive practical experience. The central recommendation of the Holmes
Group is that we need more time to prepare the teacher in these four
kinds of knowledge and that the proper way to obtain this added time
is to restrict the undergraduate years to an improved liberal arts edu-
cation, coupled with expanded study in the subject matter of one's
teaching field. As a result, a teacher's professional education will be

15 .1 5



moved to the graduate level, with nothing more than an introductory
education course or two being retained in the undergraduate curricu-
lum, thus eliminating the undergraduate major in education. There
also is discussion concerning improving the quality of liberal arts and
subject-matter study, but the emphasis is on lengthening this study
and moving professional education to the graduate level.

Is this solution of expanded academic study, with professional edu-
cation postponed until graduate level, a reasonable response to the
problems the Holmes deans believe exist in teacher education? The
argument that more liberal arts education is better for teachers does
not make much sense unless the quality of this education is improved
(Tom, in press). Moreover, improving the quality of the tmdergraduate
arts and sciences curriculum, which has been resistant to prior at-
tempts at reform, is unlikely when the deans of education proposing
these reforms no longer admit students at the undergraduate level and
therefore no longer can require partkular arts and sciences courses
for specific teacher education majors (Mehlinger 1986). In brief,
am arguing that the length of the program of studies, by itself, is an
irrelevant consideration and that by abandoning the undv:graduate
teacher education program, deans of education lose whatever lever-
age they currently have for improving the quality of arts and sciences
instruction at the baccalaureate level.

Furthermore, even if v,re were to grant that a longer teacher prepara-
tion curriculum is desirable, no case is made in the Holmes Group
report for the sequence of study proposed. Why must study in the
arts and sciences precede study in professional education? Why must
both undergraduate and graduate study come prior to the initial teach-
ing position? Certainly this arrangement fits well with the degree struc-
ture common in the graduate-oriented institutions constituting the
Hohnes Group. In other divisions of those institutions, graduate study
hi a profession usually conies after initial study in arts and sciences
(engineering, fine arts, and music are exceptions). But teaching is
a profession in which arts and sciences knowledge is not preparatory
to subsequent professional study; rather, it is central to the daily per-
formance of the classroom teacher. Thus, there is no reason that arts
and sciences and professional education could not be

616



studied concurrently from the undergraduate years through a master's
degree.

Another possibility would be to have an undergraduate teacher &du-
cation program followed by a few years of teaching experience, after
which there would be a semester or year-long sabbatical in one or
more areas of subject-matter study and professional studies. This ap-
proach acknowledges that learning to teach is a developmental pro-
cess in which how one views subject matter, students, and teaching
does change after a few years of experience. Moreover, a sabbatical
can be a rejuvenating experience. But such possibilities do not fit the
Holmes model in which professional education must be delayed until
the graduate level and must occur prior to assuming a teaching posi-
tion. The Holmes Group proposal limits teacher preparation to a sin-
gle model, which places the professional course sequence at the
graduate level and also ienghens the time of the teacher education
program. Neither of these proposals is rooted ir a careful analysis
of the problems identified in existing approaches to teacher education.

Goal Two
The second major goal of the Holmes Group report concerns the

recognition that teachers differ in their knowledge, skill, and com-
mitment. Here the Holmes Group is recommending a restructuring
of the teaching profession into three levels of authority and responsi-
bility. At the top are the career professional teachers who would have
responsibility not only for their own classrooms but also for provid-
ing staff development, supervising the classroom work of so=called
instructors, and working in teacher education programs. At the sec-
ond level are the professional teachers who are autonomous teachers
in the classroom. At the third level are the instructors , who would
be in the classroom for only a few years, since the Holmes Group
report makes no provision for instructors to move up to professional
teacher status. Instructors would be under the close supervision of
a career professional teacher.

The professional teacher level, with a full teaching certificate, would
be granted only after the completion of a master's degree. The career

tj 7
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professional teacher level would be granted tO teachert Whose con-
tinued study and professional accomplishments indicate outstanding
achievements as a teacher. At the instructor leVel Weald be college
graduates who have had "a solid academic backgrOund in one or two
subjects" and who can "pass an entrance exam." After teveral months
of fill-time professional study; these persons would attunfe limited
instructional responsibility and would be replaced in a feW years by
other instructors.

_The rationale for this three-tiered staff structure, With different levels
of responsibility and of pay; addresses two main cOntiderations. First,
by employing instructors we could even out shift in the tupply and
demand for teachers without resorting to the hiring Of "unqUalified
warm bodies." Second, _the provision for the career profettional
teacher perhaps 20% of the teaching force cteatet a career ad-
vancement line for profemional trachers who do not Want tO go into
administration or to leave teaching_in order to further their -careers.
Both of these considerations are valid reasons for ettablishing a
differentiated staff structure within the teaching profettion.

At the same time, there are at least two problems With the three-
tier structure proposed by the Holmes Group. While the idea of a
differentiated teaching staff can be traced back to the nineteenth cen-
tury, we have only limited experience in trying these alternatiVe ttruc-
tures. During the 1950s and early 1960s, a time of teacher thortage,
an attempt was made to differentiate the work of teachers by develop=
ing teacher teams headed by "team leaders" or "master teathert." Ex-
perimentation occurred at several places around the country. Judton
Shaplin and Henry Olds wrote a book on the problems eficiatintered
in creating teaching teams. However; little experimentatiOn hat oc-
tuned with team teaching in the last 20 years (Keppel 1986), except
for a few isolated attempts such as Individually Guided Educatien and
team teaching in a multi-unit school (Nussel 1986). Thus the Holthet
Group proposal for a differentiated staff structure is largely Untetted.

A teeond problem with the three-tieredstructure is that the limited
professional preparation of those at the instructor level could under-
cut the case for the professional status of teaching by lowering entry
standards. Moreover, teaching in the public schools is considerably



more complex thrn the central task the Holmes Group report gives
to instructors, namely, that they "interact with others about a subject
they know well." Unquestionably, subject-matter preparation is es-
sential to teaching success; hut to allow large numbers of liberal arts
graduates to teach in public school classrooms, even under supervi-
sion, without significant pedagogical competence in such aras as stu-
dent motivation, subject-matter organization, questioning skills, and
student assessment is questionable if not foolhardy. Lastly, the use
of a revolving underclass of instructors ignores the importance of staff
stability and the avoidance of status differentials for fostering col-
legiality, curricular coherence, and the shared purposes that are
characteristic of effective schools (Tom 1986).

I conclude, therdore, that the rationale for differentiating teaching
roles is incomplen. On the one hand, such a role structure could be
very useful in dealing with the supply-demand shifts of elementary
and secondary teaching; and if there were significant salary differen-
tials between the levels, there would be a real incentive for keeping
ambitious and productive teachers in the profession. On the other hand,
we have precious little knowledge about how to create workable role
structures that are grounded in real differences in authority and su-
pervisory responsibility. Moreover, the conception of the instructor
role seems to have several flaws.

Goal Three

The third major goal of the Holmes Group report is creating relevant
and defensible standards of entry to the teaching profession. Essen-
tially, the argument is that in order to ensure the competence of its
members, the teaching profession must develop and implement a se-
ries of professional teacher examinations. The examinations would
assess basic writing and speaking skills as well as pedagogical skills
and mastery of subject matter. Also, prospective teachers would have
to demonstrate their ability to analyze and evaluate a variety of teach-
ing styles, including their own. In order to become a professional
teacher, a candidate would have to have earned a master's degree and
also pass these written examinations and practice-based evalua-
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tions. Essentially, the Holmes Group is proposing that the teaching
profession adopt a licensure examination, an approach commonly used
in other professions.

A limnsure examination is a significant departure from the approach
currently used in most states. In order to obtain a state teaching cer-
tificate; a prospective teacher generally has to complete a program
approval by the state department of education or by an independent
board of teaching. In addition to completing this state "approved pro-
gram," some states now require exit tests, but these tests have rarely
been as comprehensive as what is being proposed by the Holmes
Group;

While there are limitations to exit or licensure tests, limitations
readily acknowledged by the Holmes Group, the deans make a sub-
stantial case for licensure tests as a reasonable way to assure the pub-
lic that teachers possess certain knowledge and sIdlis essential to
becoming competent practitioners.

Goal TOW'

The fourth major goal of the HOlMes_Group_report is to connect
schools of education withelementary_and secondary schools. The ra-
tionale for strengthening these ties it that the improvement and profes-
sionalization of teaching depends on providing teacheraand professors
with opportunities to create knowledge abbut the profession, and on
providing teachers with collegial relationships beyond their immedi-
ate working environment. Also, _the improvement_of teacher educa-
tion depends on developing pedagogical knowledge and reflective
practice in a realistic setting. Thus the Holtnes Group recommencla
the creation of professional development schools; analogous to teach-
ing hospitals in the medical profession. Such sehools wotild be charac-
terized by reciprocity_ (the mutual _exchange betWeen researeh and
practice); experimentation and inquiry (a willingness to study and try
new forms of practice), and diversity (a committhent to develop teach-
ing strategies for children with differing backgroundS; abilities, and
learning styles).

2 0
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The idea of such professional development schools is well-accepted
within mainline teacher education. One of the earliest rationales for
such schools was outlined in 1967 by Rolert Schaefer in The Sehool
as a Center ofinquity. In the same year Arthur BolSter explicitly called
for these special schools, which would operate on the same princi-_
ples as teaching hospitals. And in the 1970s a number of models of
professional development nools were piloted. The Holmes Group
fails to acknowledge these models and rationales, which could have
lseen used to help substantiate its case.

Goal Five

The fifth and last major goal of the Holmes Group report is to Make
schools better places in which teachers can work and learn. This goal
is different from the first four goals, which involve improving profes-
sional preparation, developing a differentiated structure of teaching
roles, creating better standards of entry, and connecting schools of
education with elementaiy and secondary schools. With this fifth goal,
the Holtnes Group suggests that the existing structure of schbols
particularly its division of authority between administrators and
teachers is seriously inconsistent with the nature of the newprofes-
sional teacher to be created by implementing the first four goals. ThiS
new professional teacher Will need less adthinistrative supervision and
e-'iernal support than is now generally thought necessary. The HolmoS
tiroup deans do seem to be committed to changing the authority struc-
ture and working conditions within the schools to make them more
compatible with the increased authority and responsibility given to
the professional and career professional teachers.

This rationale for rethinking the authority relationships in a school
does seem internally consistent if we accept the first four major goals.
If the concept of the professional and career professional teacher is
sound, then the role of the school administrator must be reconceptu-
alized. Just as hospital adniinistrators do not supervise the profes-
sional work of physicians, so building principals need not supervise
the classroom activities of professional teachers. While the liolines
Group does not state the issue so baldly, its report clearly presumes

,
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that the professional teacher will hxre much more autonomy than class-
room teachers currently possess.

The fiVe major goals of the Holmes Group are generally worthy
Of support; several of them represent goals long pursued by many
teacher educators. For example, who opposes making better connec-
tiOns between schools of education and the public schools; or making
schools more professional places in which to work, or creating rele-
vant and defensible standar& of entry, or making the education of
teachers more intellecnially sound? A few may have reservafions about.
formalizing differences in knowledge, skill, and coyxmlitment among
teachers perhaps more on grounds of feasibility than that it is not
a good idea. But the Holmes Group report follows a pattern of con-
verting a goal into a particular structure and then prescribing that struc-
ture as if it were the only way of reaching the goal.

In some cases this tendency creates no special problem, since there
is a broad consensus on the prescribed structure, such as the profes-
sional development school idea. Moreover, the concept of a profes-
sional development school also is rather flexible, since no particular
form of professional development school is prescribed. Another goal
that is turned into a strUcture but has some flexibility is the conver-
sion of the entry standards goal into a series of exit tests. Exactly
what types of tests should he implemented is left somewhat open, and
proper cautions are expreSted ahout the validity of standardized licen-
sure tests.

However, in the case of the first goal of making the education of
teachers intellectually sound, this broad goal is reduced to a very
specific structure. The structure involves converting the undergraduate
years to liberal arts sttidy and a subject-matter specialty, and post-
poning professional preparation to graduate study requiring a master's
degree. The undergraduate and graduate structure is rigidly prescribed,
and membership in the Ifolmes Group requires committing the insti-
tution to that structure and agreeing to implement it even before
the differentiated staff structure, to which it is supposed to feed, has
been established. Thus to belong to the Ifolmes Group one must agree
nor to recommend a teaching certificate for anyone completing an un-
dergraduate teacher education program. These students could, at best,
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become short-term instructors. Only students completing the
prescribed undergraduate-graduate sequence are to be recommended
for the professional teacher status, even though that status does not
yet exist. It remains to be seen whether the Holmes Group has either
the prestige or the political muscle to influence states to agopt the
three-tiered staff structure of instructor, professional teacher, and
career professional teacher. Clearly, the Holmes Group must sort
through many sticky questions as a result of its converting a broad
goal into a hypothetical yet specific structure.

Ho lines Group Assumptions

I want to comment briefly on two assumptions made by the Hol-
mes Group, both of which seem to be of doubtftil validity and there-
fore to pose problems for the overall recommendations. The first
assumption concerns the considerable faith expressed in the Holmes
Group report about the impending arrival of a science of education.
To quote from the report: "Reforming the education of teachers de-
pends upon engaging in the complex work of identifying the knowl-
edge base for competent teaching, and developing the content and
strategies whereby it is imparted" (emphasis added). Further: "The
science of education promised by Dewey, Thorndike, and others at
the turn of the century, has become more tangible. . . . The promise
of science of education is about to be fulfilled."

Ironically, researchers in those very institutions represented by the
deans in the Holmes Group rarely make such extravagant claims about
the "knowledge base for competent teaching." Typical of the more
cautious position researchers take concerning the direct applicability
of research findings to practice is that of Christopher Clark and
Magdalene Lampert (1986). After reviewing some of the recent re-
search on teacher thinking, they conclude that the main value of such
research is to reveal some of the complexities of teaching. They note
that recent research on teacher thinking challenges "the image of re-
search as a source of empirically proven and generalizable prescrip-
tions." Clark and Lampert believe that the role of research is to help
teachers understand practice rather than to dictate practice to them.
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When the Holmes Group refers to the knowledge base about com-
pewnt teacting and heralds the coming science of education, there
is reason to doubt these claims. There is no single, agteed-on knowl-
edge base on what teaehing strategies constitute effective teaching,
nor is there any compelling reason to helieve that such a knowledge
base is about to be discovered. What we do know is that researchers
on teaching have tended to underestithate the complexity of the
teaching-learning process and that, until recently, many researchers
on teaching did believe. that their findings could he converted into
prescriptions for practice. Thomdike's faith in a science of education
persisted for many years. Only in the last few decades have researchers
realized how situation-specifie effective teaching is and how depen-
dent effective teaching is on the teacher's ability to analyze students'
thinking processes. Skilled teachers have long known these lessons
of effective teaching.

So what is the significance of this assumption aboutan impending
science of education? I would argue that the rc'.e of the research-
oriented university in improving teacher education is much less im-
portant than the Holmes Group presumes. hi wily ways researchers
in these institutions merely are rediscovering what thoughtful and
reflective teachers have known for many years. To argue that only
those institutions where simplistic, and sometimes misleading, re-
search on teaching was long conducted shotild now assume the leader-
ship in reforming professional teacher education seems questionable.

A second underlying assumption of the Helms Group is that one
cto advocate a series of reform propos:4s without any consideration
given to what is lost if these propoSals are implemented. Specifical-
ly; what are the hidden costs of implementing the five- to six-year
model of teacher preparation recommended by the Holmes Group.
There are at least three such hidden costs (Tom, n.d.).

The most troubling hidden cost is that the very set of proposals
designed to attract better teaehers may actually result in narrowing
the talent pool of prospective teachers. The propoSal to extend the
time required for teacher preparation is more expensive for the stu-
dent; This probably will lead some talented young people to consider
alternative careers that have shorter training periods and have the
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promise of greater fmancial reward; hz particular; we may lose tseented
minority students to other careers at the very time when enrollments
of minority students in our schools are increasing. I am not arguing
that only rniaority teachers can be effective with minority youngsters;
but I do see the need for /;alanced teaching staffs with some serving
as role models for minority youth. The Holmes Group report dis-
cusses only briefly the low representation of minorities in the teach-
ing force.

A second hidden cost of implementing the extended teacher prepa-
ration proposal is that it will reduce the diversity of colleges and
universities offering teacher preparation programs. The type of in-
stitution most hard hit by the Hohnes Group proposals is likely to
be the four-year liberal arts colkge. Many of these colleges will have
to drop teacher education; since they do not offer graduate programs
in education; Historically these colleges have prepared a significant
number of teachers; many of whom have become mlented and dedi-
cated professionals; While talented students in liberal arts colleges
might be persuaded to delay their professional stadies until the gradu-
ate years; we do not know whether this would happen. In any case,
the richness and variety of these liberal arts institutions would be lost
to the population of teacher education institutions.

The third hidden cost of mandating a longer teacher preparation
period and requiring a master's degree is that it has directed the re-
form debate toward procedural and structural issues rather than toward
substmtive ones. Lost: in all this discussion and debate over the one
best structure for preparing tachers is the key question of what ought
to compose the professional studies currkuhim for teachers. The cur-
riculum issue has literally been ignored, other than for some vague
statements in the Holmes Group report that more research-based
knowledge on effective teaching ought to be included in professional
studies. As I indicated earlier, this recommendation is simplistic and
not even necessarily consistent with the modest role most xvsearchers
see for their scholarship. What ought teachers know and be able to
do? This key question has been a casualty in the debate over the rela-
tive merits of four-year versus extended teacher preparation.
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The Carnegie Task Force Report

Unlike the Holmes Group report, which focuses on teacher educa-
tion, the report of the Carnegie Task Force on Teaching as a Profes-
sion, A Nation Prepared: Teachers for the 21 st Century; looks at
teacher education only in_the larger context of reforming the entire
profession of teaching. The Carnegie report also differs from the
Hohnes Group report in other ways. For example, the Carnegie re-
port argues for the economic value of education to establish "the prima-
cy of education as the foundation of economic growth," whereas the
HOhnes Group report ignores the purposes of education and concen-
trates on the reform of teacher education and the teaching profession.

The Hohnes Group's focus on teacher education is understandable
since the group was composed entirely of deans of schools of educa-
tion. fiy contrast, the 14 members of the Carnegie Task Force in-
cluded tWo business leaders, two governors, one state legislator; one
journalist, one constiltant, an official of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, two chief state school officers, an
expert on Hispanicaffairs, two teacher union leaders, and only one
dean of education. Yet the two groups arrived at similar conclusions
(Keppel 1986).

Neither group is pleased with the working conditions of teachers,
although the Carnegie Task Force places considerably more empha-
sis on specific problems with these working conditions, such as in-
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adequate support staff for teachers, the lack of time for reflection by
teachers, the need for significantly higher teacher salaries, the desirabil-
ity of school-site budgeting, and so forth. Both groups endorse differen-
tiated staffing, even though each has its own set of labels for the various
levels. And the two reports agree that teachers at different levels ought
to be paid salaries commensurate with the level. Moreover, beth groups
suggest that professionrd teacher education ought to be extended into
the graduate school, after the prospective teacher receives a bachelor's
degree in arts and sciences. Yet another commonality is the call for
professional development schools in the case of the Holmes Group
and clinical schools in the case of Carnegie both based on the teach-
ing hospital model. Lastly; both groups believe hindamental reform
can occur only if a cluster of reforms is initiated and pursued.

Since there are so many similarities between the reform platforms
of the two groups, it would be redundant to describe and analyze those
Carnegie recommendations that are in essential agreement with the
Holmes Group proposals. My evaluation of the Holmes Group's ra-
tionales for extended teacher preparation and differentiated staffing
hold true in large part for the comparable proposals made by the Car-
negie Task Force. Instead, I shall focus on the Carnegie proposals
for teacher education that differ substantially from the Holmes Group
recommendations. These differences include some of the central ele-
ments of the Carnegie report, even though they take up only about
10% of the written report.

The Carnegie Task Force's discussion of teacher education differs
in tone from that in the Holmes Group report. Whereas the Holmes
Group report takes considerable space to discuss the barriers to im-
proving teacher education and to criticize overreliance on simplistic
reforms and naive views of what constitutes good teaching, the
Carnegie Task Force begins its discussion of teacher education with
the bold statement that "teacher education must meet much higher stan-
dards." With one broad sweep, the Carnegie Task Force asserts that
teacher education is a mess. Good rhetoric perhaps, but does it ac-
curately describe the condition of teacher education today?

The Carnegie report follows the lead of the Holmes Group report
(released just a few months earlier) by arguing that four years of col-



lege "is not enough time to master the subjects to he taught and ac-
quire the skills to teach them." The undergraduate years "should be
wholly devoted to a broad libtral education and a thorough ground-
ing in the subjects to be taught. " Professional education, therefore,
should occur at the graduate level. Yet the very next sentence con-
tains the statement that "an alternative might be to combine the un-
dergraduate program and a graduate degree program, awarding both
the bachelor's and the graduate degree." Cannot the Carnegie Task
Force make up its mind?

The answer, I believe, is not so much that the Carnegie Task Form
is confused as that it is fccused more on pursuing broad outcomes
rather than on prescribing a specific set of degree structures. The em-
phasis, according to the Carnegie report, "must be on what teachers
need to know and be able to do." The mechanism for identifying and
assessing these outcomes is to be a newly crtatal National Board for
Professional Teaching Standards, composed mostly of teachers but
also including other education professionals, public officials, and pub-
lic members. The major function of the Board would be to establish
high =Wards of teaching competence and issue certificates to teachers
who meet those standards.

The assessment instruments developed by the Board will stress
knowledge in general education, subject matter, and good teaching
practices in general a s well as for specific subjects. Moreover, evalu-
ation must include assessment of the candidate's ability to motivate
and produce learning in students from many different backgrounds.
Assessment techniques would include both formal observation and
written examinations. Board certification would be an extremely rig-
orous process, possibly leading the holders of this certification to be
in great demand because of the national recognition of their expertise.

Because certification by the National Board for Professional Teach-
ing Standards focuses on expertise what teachers should know and
be able to do the Carnegie Task Force apparently feels no need
to prescribe a single model of teacher preparation. The Carnegie re-
port does favor a master's degree approach to professional education
but also suggests that alternatives are possible. These alternatives
might include a combined bachelor's and master's program that inte-



grates academic and professional work, or programs existing out-
side the university context, or possibly even programs conducted en-
tirely at the undergraduate level, hi a key passage, the Carnegie Task
Force states its belief that programs can be structured in a variety
of ways:

Tying licensure to a single mode of preparation is not the policy the
Task Force would recommend. Schools of education will continue to
play the primaty role in preparing the nation's teachers. Other providers
may turn out to be important sources of professional education during
the next decade as demand explodes. . States am develop alterna-
tive routes to teacher preparation which meet standards equal to those
in regular university programs. Board certification or an equivaknt
petformance staadard shoutd be the measure of a caadidate's readi-
ness to teach; however he or she is prepared. [emphasis added]

. .The reason the Carnegie Task Force avoids prescriptions for the
heSt structure for teacher preparation is that this question is not viewed
as the major issue. The major issue is whrit the teacher shr-,!id know
and be able V) do, regardless of the structural arrangements of the
preparation curriculum. I view this approach as a healthy sign, be-
cause it gives teacher education institutions the latitude to create pro-
grams designed to prepare prospective teachers for the essential
knowledge and abilities to be assess-ed by the National Board. For-
tuaately, there seems little inclination on the gart of the Carnegie Task
Force to mandate particular curricula or structures, although it does
want to eliminate the undergraduate major in education.

I find Carnegie's focus on essential teacher knowledge and abili-
ties to be a more substantial goal than the Holmas Group's concern
with instituting graduate-level professional education infused with
resmrch-basal knowledge. The Carnegie focus on teacher prepara-
tion outcomes ke-eps before us the key question of what is central to
good teaching: What ought the good teacher know and be able to do?
The proposed National Board will have to wrestle with what stan-
dards will guide the assessment of its board-certified teachers. All
that the Carnegie Task Force recommends in the way of standards
is a good general education; mastery of subject matter; knowledge
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of good teaching practices, and the ability to motivate and foster learn-
ing in students ftom varied backgrounds. That is as specific as the
Carnegie report gets.

If the National Board for Professional 'reaching Standards heeds
the intent of the Carnegie report, its assessment will include much
more craft knOwledge ofpracticing teachers than will the profession-
al curriculum envisioned by the Holmes Group deans. The Holmes
Group deans believe we are on the verge of developing a science of
education that will dramatically improve the quality of the profes-
sional curriculum. By Cohtrast, the Carnegie report regards formal
research on teaching and learning as supplementing_the knowledge
gained from the experience of outstanding teachers. The TaSk Force
is "particularly concerned that the [National Board] assessment take
into account the accumulated wisdom of teachers." In fact, Mention
of formal research is almost entirely absent from the Carnegie re=
port; except for discussions of the labor market for teacherS and the
improvement of mcutsurement tools (Keppel 1986).

The "accumulated wkdom of te-achers" is an extremely potent Source
of knowledge and practice concerning good teaching, but neither thiS
knowledge nor practice is codified so that others can draw oh theex-
perience of outstanding teachers. Only rarely have such teacherS for-
mulated what they have lewd about effective teaching intb principles
or concepts that can be passed on to others. Indeed, many firSt=rate
classroom teachers attribute their success to enthusiasm, persiStence,
love of children; or other personal attributes that do not diStinguiSli
the good teacher from the good parent, or even from the good person.

The Carnegie Task Force's heavy reliance on the accumulated wis-
dom of teachers and its lack of specificity about standards pose many
problems for assessment; Nevertheless, there is considerable power
in the idea that certification be grounded in standards emphasizing
what teachers should know and be able to do, because the focus re=
mains on substantive questions: What is good teaching? How can gOcid
teaching be fostered by the teacher education program? By staff de;
velopment? Of course, there are also the difficult technical questions
of converting specific standards into measurement approaches ap-
propriate for each standard;
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hi the Ho lines Group report the substantive questions are lost be-
cause the key issue becomes one of ddopting a one-best structure of
teacher_ preparation. Rather than dealing with the substantive ques-
tions of what constitutes good teaching and good teacher education,
Holmes Group advocates and critics often fall into an unproductive
debate over whether graduate teacher preparation is better than un-
dergraduate teacher preparation (Gifford arid King 1986).

The Carnegie Task Force seems more forthright in dealing with
substantive issues it, teacher education than do the Holmes Group
deans, but there is a major questionable assumption in the Carnegie
report. This assumption is that it is relatively easy to develop means
for measuring teacher competence baSed on student performance and
linking that performance to teachers' compensation. hi other words,
teachers ought to be rewarded for the results theyachieve in student
learning, and this policy can be implemented. The Carnegie Task
Force does acknowledge that "no methcid that we know of for mea-
suring student performance and connecting it to teachers' rewards is
yet satisfactory," and that unless the characteristics of the students
are taken into account, teachers will avoid working in those schools
with hard-to-teach studenta. Even after noting these problems, the
Carnegie report still emphasizes the importance of measuring teach-
er productivity in terms of student learning and downplays the difficul-
ties involved in linking teacher pay to student resultS.

With all this emphasis on measuringprciductivity on the basis of
outcomes, I believe the Carnegie Task Force is inconsistent in its ar-
guments for making teaching a profession. Professionals whose prac-
tice deals with human behavior are not held accountable, or paid, on
the basis of results; they are held accountable for foltowing appropriate
professional practice.

Let me illustrate my point with a personal incident. Last year I went
to my physician because of a pain in my side, which initially she was
riot able to diagnose. I paid her because she did what a competent
physician would do. She took X-rays, had them read by a radiolo-
gist; ordered other clinical tests, and ultimately had abOdy scan done.
She engaged in these professional practices in an attempt to discover
why I had a pain in my side. That she failed to diagnose what caused
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my pain until the calcification around the healed rib fracture finally
showed up on later X-rays did not free me from my financial obliga-
tion to her. I do not judge her as incompetent or as not deserving
her fees because the minute fracture in my rib just did not show up
on the initial X-rays. She was responsible for neither the smallness
of the break nor for the fact that it was in a difficult location to
diagnose.

Similarly, the classroom teacher ought not be held accountable for
results without careftil consideration given to the characteristics of
the students, to the difficulty of the teaching task, and to other situa-
tional factors over which the teacher has little or no control. I stress
this deficiency in the Carnegie report because by overemphasizing
student outcomes as a measure of professional competence and by
linking outcomes to teacher compensation, the Carnegie Task Force
weakens its argument for professionalism centered around the key
question: What should teachers know and be able to do? By focusing
on student outcomes, the key question becomes what must teachers
achieve, not what is appropriate professional practice (based on the
knowledge and abilities of the competent teacher).
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NCATE Redesign

The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) is the national accrediting agency for higher education in-
stitutions that prepare teachers and other school personnel. Since its
creation in 1954; NCATE has been using a comprehensive set of stan-
dards to accredit (approve) =cher education programs. Initially domi-
nated by higher alucation institutions, NCATE altered its governance
structure to give equal representation to the National Education As-
sociation (NEA) in the early 1970s; and in recent years has added
a variety of professional associations and interest groups, ranging from
the National Council for the Social Studies to the American Associa-
tion for Counseling and Development.

NCATE differs substantially from both the Holmes Group and the
Carnegie Task Force. First, NCATE represents a cross section of
the education constituencies interested in techer preparation, whereas
the Holmes Group represents only the deans from research-oriented
universities and the Carnegie Task Force represents a mixture of edu-
cation and non-education constituencies. Second, over a period of three
decades NCATE has become the established mechanism for ensur-
ing quality in teacher education programs. The proposals of the
Carnegie Task Force and the Holmes Group represent indirect, if not
direct, challenges to this established (some would say establishment)
mechanism. Third, the standards used by NCATE to accredit pro-
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grams are considerably more comprehensive than either the five
Holmes Group goals or the National Board for Professional Teach-
ing Standards and related approaches recommended by the Carnegie
Task Force.

While these factors help us understand how NCATE differs from
the Carnegie and Hohnes Group propoSals, I believe that a more fun-
damental difference is the way NCATE historically has approached
the task of accrediting teacher education proorarns. The key element
in the NCATE approach is whether an institution's programs,
described hi a written report after a selfstudy and assessed by a visiting
team, meet a very detailed set of standards. Currently these are 23
standards, falling into six groupmgs: governance; curricula; faculty;
students; resources and facilities; and evaluation, program review,
and planning. Under the NCATE Redesign, adopted in 1985 and to
be fully implemented in 1988, there will be 19 StandardSi but with
94 compliance criteria associated with these _19 StandardS. The 19
redesigned standards are now clustered into five groupings: knowl-
edge base for professional education, relationship to the world of 'mac-
dee; students; faculty, and governance and resources. In addition,
an institution must now meet 11 preconditions in order to be eligible
for an accreditation review by NCATE; under the old standar& finir
preconditions were in effect (NCATE 1982, 1986).

To provide a sense of the specificity of both the standards and their
associated compliance criteria, I quote the governance standard in the
recently adopted NCATE Redesign and list three of the eight compli:
ance criteria intended to assess whether an institution meets the stan-
dards on governance:

GOvernance Standard

The goveniance system for the professional education unit [deparmieri
or school of education] ensures that all professional education programs
are organized; unified, and coordinatal to allow the fulfillment of its
mission. The governance system clearly identifies and defines the unit
submitted for accreditation, clearly specifies the governance system
under which the unit is enabled to fulfill its mission, and demonstrates
in practice the system operates as described.
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Criteria for Compliance
2) The professional education unies mission is congruent with the in-
stitution's mission. The uniCs composition and organizational stnic-
ture are clearly described and justified in relation to its mission:
5) An officially designated professional educator within the profes-
sional education unit is responsible for the management of operations
and resources
7) The structure of the unit ensures participation of practitioners and
education students in the governance of the unit.

The five other compliance criteria clarify the meaning of the gover-
nance standard and help the visiting team conducting a site visit to
make an accurate judgment as to whether the teacher education unit
meets the governance standard.

Besides illustrating the specificity of the standards that NCATE uses
to juage quality in a teacher education unit, the example of the gover-
nance standard also indicates how NCATE standards focus on pro-
cedural or process concerns, for example, how a teacher education
unit is governed. Other examples of process-oriented compliance
criteria include: whether the curriculum guidelines of certain profes-
sional learned societies are consulted, whether the teacher education
unit maintains a rigorous approach to quality control of instruction,
and whether follow-up studies of graduates are conducted to assess
the relevance of the professional curriculum. The key element in the
NCATE standards even before Redesign is whether the teacher
preparation curriculum is planned, conducted, and reviewed in speci-
fied ways. This focos on process is in shaip contrast to the Carnegie
Task Force's emphasis on the key outcome question of what teachers
should know and be able to do. Further, whereas the Holmes Group
has one fiindament21 process-oriented standard that professional
education must be conducted at the graduate level NCATE stan-
dards have literally dozens of such compliance criteria.

NCATE often has been criticized for placing too much emphasis
on how teacher education is conducted and not enough emphasis on
the substance of that preparation. Moreover, the standards and the
compliance criteria are laden with vague and undefined terms. These
ambiguities can be illustrated by returning to the example of the gover-
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nance standard. What does it mean to "clearly specify" the governance
system? How can one tell if the professional education unit's mission
is "congruent" with the mission of the institution? What is entailed
by the "participation" of practitioners and education students in unit
governance? Similar vague terms in the old standards frequently have
led NCATE to make accreditation judgments that are not consistent
across institutions (Wheeler 1980).

To respond to this apparent lack of consistency, NCATE Redesign
will use a new approach to selecting members of visiting teams. In
the past, team nu, inbers received modest, if any, training on how to
apply the standards in a consistent and reliable way. Moreover, visiting
team members often served only once a year, or even less frequent-
ly, , and chairs of visiting teams often had to "train" their team mem-
bers on the Sunday evening before the three-day site visit started.
Under Redesign, all visiting team members will be drawn from a pool
of several hundred members of a Board of Examiners. These mem-
bers of the Board of Examiners will be selected for their Ain in evalu-
ation techniques and will be well trained in NCATE processes and
standards (Gollnick and Kunkel 1986). Members of the Board of Ex-
aminers probably will serve tv ice a year on site review teams, there-
by improving the consistency of their evaluations (Watts 1986).

Even if the use of well-trained site visitors does improve the con-
sistency of NCATE evaluations across institutions, there remains the
question of whether process-oriented standards particularly detailed
ones distinguish good programs from bad. NCATE's assumption
seems to be that if all institutions were to conduct their teacher edu-
cation programs in roughly similar ways, we would have quality
teacher education progranuning throughout the country. Although
1STCATE Redesign does leave some latitude as to how institutions can
meet the various standards, I continue to be unsure why so much at-
tention is given to prograzn governance and other standards that regu-
late the procesz in which programs are planned and conducted. A go-dd
shot of outcome-oriented thin1dng, along the lines of the Carnegie
Task Force's key question (What should teachers know and be able
to do?), would go a long way toward clariring what is entailed by
quality teaching and, therefore, quality teacher education.
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Conclusion

My plea is that we be both_skeptieal and very selective abOut ac-
cepting the recommendations from the various teacher education re-
form reports. There are many stimulating ideas in the reform reports;
there are_ also ill-defined questions, incomplete rationales, _question-
able solutions, and unexamined assumptions. IV using the five ques-
tions I posed at the beginning Of this fastback as a framv-iork for
analyzing and evaluating reform proposals, the reader should be in
a better position to make informal judgments. The magni_tUde Of the
proposals and their implications for teacher education and the math=
ing profession demand that we do no less.
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